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Introduction
The zipped archive bh.visual_census.zip, which should unzip into a folder called
bh.visual_census, contains data from ice-based visual ‘census’ studies to estimate the
abundance of the Bering-Chukchi-Beaufort Seas (BCBS) stock of bowhead whales, Balaena
mysticetus. These counts take place off Point Barrow, Alaska, in the spring, as the whales
migrate from the Bering to the Beaufort Sea. They were conducted annually from 1978 to 1988
and again in 1993 and 2001. Adverse environmental conditions led to counts inadequate to
support abundance estimates in 1979 and 1984. The primary document describing each census is
given in the reference list below. The most recent of these, George et al. (2003), was presented
to the International Whaling Commission Scientific Committee (IWC SC) in May 2003 and is
available from the IWC Secretariat. George et al. (2003) provide a brief summary of the history
and methods of the visual census and of methods used to estimate abundance from the data.
More detailed accounts of abundance estimation methods and results are included in the
reference list below. In particular, the visual census estimate on which N4 was based was
introduced by Zeh et al. (1986a,b) and further developed by Zeh et al. (1991). N4/P4 was first
discussed by Raftery and Zeh (1991, 1993).
The data in bh.visual_census provide an estimate N4 of the number of whales that passed within
the 4km visual range of the observation ‘perch’ from which the whales are counted. The IWC
SC agreed to use the 2001 N4/P4 abundance estimate (George et al., 2003) for the 2004 bowhead
assessment (Section 9.1.3 of IWC, 2003). P4, the estimated proportion of the whales that passed
within the 4km visual range, is estimated from data in bh.acoustic_locations and
bh.aerial_surveys. Between 1978 and 1985, counts were made from two census perches
simultaneously. We refer to the primary perch as South Perch and the other as North Perch.
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The field data from the censuses are contained in the formatted text files sYYxy.new.txt and
nYYxy.new.txt in bh.visual_census. YY gives the last two digits of the census year, 78-83 and
85 for both South Perch (s) files and North Perch (n) files, and 86-88, 93, and 01 for South Perch
only. The file format.new.txt in bh.visual_census briefly describes the format of these files,
and details.new.pdf provides a more detailed description. Although it did not produce an
abundance estimate, 1979 is included because it did provide data for estimating detection
probabilities. Data required for computing the positions of whales and the distance offshore
from the perch at which they were seen are included in files perches.txt, theodolites.txt, and
systems.txt in bh.visual_census; they are described below. Finally, we include the most
important computer programs used in computing N4, with sample input files, in the archive and
describe them below.

List of files
The bh.visual_census archive includes 31 files in addition to this one. They are as follows:
Date and Time Created
or Modified
01/03/2004 08:07p
01/01/2004 04:58p
01/01/2004 09:42p
12/29/2003 09:09a
01/01/2004 09:10p
01/01/2004 09:11p
01/01/2004 09:11p
01/01/2004 09:11p
01/01/2004 09:11p
01/01/2004 09:11p
01/01/2004 09:11p
01/01/2004 04:54p
01/01/2004 04:59p
01/01/2004 04:54p
01/01/2004 04:55p
01/02/2004 03:38p
01/02/2004 03:38p
01/01/2004 09:12p
01/01/2004 09:11p
01/01/2004 09:11p
01/01/2004 09:11p
01/01/2004 09:11p
01/02/2004 09:12a
01/01/2004 09:11p
01/01/2004 09:11p
01/01/2004 09:11p
01/01/2004 09:11p
01/01/2004 09:11p
01/01/2004 09:12p
01/05/2004 02:16p
01/01/2004 04:54p

Length (bytes) File Name
153,869
398
13,737
4,869
313,650
87,063
22,908
93,690
344,388
155,307
135,849
1,341
204
23,779
92
13,437
51
1,257,363
471,006
170,112
390,213
458,880
599,175
501,744
577,884
895,416
992,847
1,086,612
1,452,084
6,231
499
Total 10,224,698

details.new.pdf
files.78.txt
fixxy.f
format.new.txt
n78xy.new.txt
n79xy.new.txt
n80xy.new.txt
n81xy.new.txt
n82xy.new.txt
n83xy.new.txt
n85xy.new.txt
perches.txt
qdata.half.txt
rawn.f
rawn78.txt
rawq.f
rawq78.txt
s01xy.new.txt
s78xy.new.txt
s79xy.new.txt
s80xy.new.txt
s81xy.new.txt
s82xy.new.txt
s83xy.new.txt
s85xy.new.txt
s86xy.new.txt
s87xy.new.txt
s88xy.new.txt
s93xy.new.txt
systems.txt
theodolites.txt
bytes
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Description of files
With the exception of details.new.pdf and readme.bh.visual_census.pdf, all the files in
bh.visual_census are Unix text files that can be opened with WordPad. As noted above, the files
sYYxy.new.txt and nYYxy.new.txt are formatted files described in format.new.txt and in more
detail in details.new.pdf. These files and the file theodolites.txt do not have headers;
theodolites.txt, a file containing information about theodolites used to measure distances and
bearings to sightings, is also described in details.new.pdf. Files sYYxy.new.txt and
nYYxy.new.txt are produced by the Fortran program fixxy.f, which copies the raw data in the
corresponding input files, fills in blank fields from previous records as appropriate, and uses the raw
data to calculate the x- and y-coordinates, number of observers, direction, and speed that appear in
columns 84-101, 112-113, and 119-140. If the input file lacks line numbers in columns 114-118,
these are also computed by fixxy.f. We provide the files produced by this program rather than the
raw data files so that all will have the same format and will contain the data used in estimating
abundance.
We next describe the other files in bh.visual_census used by fixxy.f. The file files.78.txt is the
sample input file for this program described in comment records at the beginning of fixxy.f. It tells
fixxy.f the census year and the names of files to be used by the program. We do not include the raw
data input file S78data.dat in bh.visual_census, but you can run the program following the
instructions in the comments after copying s78xy.new.txt into a file named S78data.dat. The other
input files used by fixxy.f are theodolites.txt, perches.txt, and systems.txt. We have already
described theodolites.txt.
The file perches.txt is a tab-delimited text file with a header and 46 data records. The fields in the
data records are Year, PID, PerchName, PerchX, and PerchY. Year is the 4-digit year. PID is the
perch ID number. PerchName is the name of the perch. PerchX is meters east of Point Barrow of
the perch, so perches west of Point Barrow have negative values of PerchX. PerchY is meters north
of Point Barrow, so perches south of Point Barrow have negative values of PerchY.
The file systems.txt is a tab-delimited text file with a header and 173 data records. The fields in the
data records are PID, StartDay, hhmmss, DistNS, Bear, MagN, and DistEdgeS. PID is the perch
ID number of South Perch. StartDay is an 8-digit integer giving the start date of this record, with
year in the first 4 digits, month in the next 2, and day in the last 2; hhmmss is a 6-digit integer
giving the start time on that date, with hh the hour, mm the minute, and ss the second. DistNS is the
distance (meters) between North Perch and South Perch during the period covered by this record, 0
if there was no North Perch during the period. Bear is the magnetic bearing (degrees) from South to
North Perch, or from the southernmost to the northernmost hydrophone if a hydrophone array was in
operation. MagN is the magnetic deviation in degrees. Thus the sum of Bear and MagN provides
an estimate of the true bearing of the nearshore lead edge in degrees measured clockwise from true
north. DistEdgeS is the distance in meters from South Perch to the nearshore lead edge; 0 values are
used when the perch was right on the lead edge or when its distance from the lead edge is unknown.
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DistEdgeS was not routinely measured and recorded until after 1985, and shifting ice pans
sometimes led to changes in its value at a particular perch. A careful examination of lead edge (LE)
measurements (see details.new.pdf) might provide more accurate values than those given in
systems.txt in some cases. However, DistEdgeS provides a rough indicator of whether perches
were close to or far from the lead in a given year. It should also be noted that perches.txt and
systems.txt are simplified versions of the history of perch and ice movements in a given season;
changes that make no difference to abundance estimates have not always been included. For
example, in 1980, several perches were used prior to the time the first bowhead was seen, but we
include only the perch used while the whales were passing. Also, in some cases, North Perch was in
operation during only part of a period indicated by a record in systems.txt; the exact times of North
Perch operation are found in the nYYxy.new.txt files.
The remaining files in bh.visual_census are the Fortran programs rawn.f and rawq.f and their input
files. Program rawn.f computes the daily estimates of the number of whales that passed within
visual range during a particular census year; these daily estimates provide the input to the time series
interpolator presently used to calculate N4. The sample input file rawn78.txt described in comments
at the beginning of rawn.f is included in bh.visual_census, as is a sample file of percent missed
data, qdata.half.txt. See rawn.f for details about these files. Program rawq.f extracts from North
Perch and South Perch files the data for fitting a generalized linear model that provides the percent
missed data (Zeh et al., 1991); rawq78.txt is the sample input file described in comments at the
beginning of rawq.f. Since some data and program errors were discovered and corrected in the
process of constructing bh.visual_census, we expect that our analyses of these data, not yet
complete, will result in some changes to qdata.half.txt and the abundance estimates N4, but we do
not expect substantial changes.
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